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love…and Draco, her lover, is destined to lead her either to heaven or to hell.
Ruthless Bedded, Forcibly Wedded - Abby Green 2014-11-27

THE TARNISHED JEWEL OF JAZAAR - Susanna Carr 2017-09-14
Before her wedding to Nadir the sheikh, Zoe was frightened of the man called “The Beast.” They say if he
doesn’t take a liking to you in bed, he’ll call off the marriage. If that happens, Zoe’s future and her life are
over! Zoe has long been looking for a way to escape to another country, and this marriage would give her
that chance. But only if she can win over “The Beast”!
Marchese's Forgotten Bride - Michelle Reid 2010-03-01
When Alessandro Marchese strides into the headquarters of his latest business acquisition, one person is
particularly struck by his awesome presence…. The tingling of Cassie's skin lets her know her new boss is
the man who left her pregnant with twins! And now it seems he's forgotten her altogether. But the
formidable Italian is more affected by Cassie than he lets on. The darkness in his memory is lifting. Now
Alessandro needs just one more thing to complete the picture—Cassie, with his wedding ring on her
finger….
Salzano's Captive Bride - Daphne Clair 2009-07-01
Marco Salzano is furious! One moment of passion in the sultry heat of carnaval has had its price. Burning
with suspicion and anger, the arrogant Venezuelan is going to track down his errant one-night stand and
claim his love child! But he's accusing the wrong woman. Pretending to be her sister, fragile Amber
convinces Marco that the baby in question is not his. But when Marco discovers her deception, he vows to
take Amber—not as his mistress, but as his bride!
Ruthlessly Bedded, Forcibly Wedded (Mills & Boon Modern) - Abby Green 2009-07-01
He took her virginity for revenge! Multi-millionaire Vincenzo Valentini believed Cara Brosnan played a role
in his sister’s downfall. He sought her out to make her pay. He seduced her, revealed his identity – and
cruelly discarded her. Now he’ll take her to the altar!
Chosen as the Frenchman's Bride - Abby Green 2007-04-01
Tall, bronzed Frenchman Xavier Salgado-Lézille isn't a man a girl can say no to easily. Jane tries to play it
cool, but she's inexperienced…and a virgin. Falling in love isn't part of the plan…neither is discovering
she's pregnant once theaffair is over. Xavier knows she's carrying his child, and he wants an heir. Jane has
been chosen ashis bride!
VIRGIN MISTRESS, SCANDALOUS LOVE-CHILD - Jennie Lucas 2020-03-01
I can’t believe I’m pregnant! Ellie thinks, devastated. Today is her wedding day, but the father of her baby
isn’t her groom. Three months ago, on the night of Carnival in Rio, Ellie shared a bed with Diogo Serrador,
who was born in the slums and rose to become CEO to one of the world’s largest companies. The young
millionaire is every woman’s dream man. But after spending the night together, he abandoned Ellie and, in
her shock, she decided to marry another man. Is it really right to marry him? Then Diogo suddenly appears
before her!
DANTE'S MARRIAGE PACT
- Day Leclaire 2018-11-20
I never thought I could fall for my rival after just one night. Shayla attended a party organized by the Dante
clan…not to celebrate with them, but to find ways to exploit them. While there, she came across a
marvelously beautiful man?Draco. In no time, he and Shayla were in bed together. Shayla fulfilled her wish
of giving up her virginity to someone wonderful. However, she has yet to notice that she is falling in
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Bound by Her Shocking Secret - Abby Green 2021-10-26
Get ready for an explosive reunion in this convenient marriage romance by USA TODAY bestselling author
Abby Green! The last man she should marry? Or the man she should tell her secret…? It takes all of Mia
Forde’s courage to tell jewelry tycoon Daniel Devilliers about their daughter. Desire drew them together,
tragedy tore them apart, but he deserves to know he’s a father. She wants nothing from Daniel—especially
not his loveless proposal! Mia may have refused to marry him—for now—but they’re still bound forever. For
his little girl, Daniel must bury his fear of loss and be a real father. But rekindling his unique connection
with Mia will require something even more extraordinary… From Harlequin Presents: Escape to exotic
locations where passion knows no bounds.
The Legend of de Marco- Abby Green 2012-10-01
Rocco de Marco. Legendary financier and billionaire. The most important man in the room. And he'd just
witnessed her filching canapés from the buffet… If waitress Gracie O'Brien's first meeting with Rocco is
memorable, the second is unforgettable. For when he finds her breaking in to his office he doesn't believe
her innocence—so he'll keep her close until he finds the truth. Yet it's impossible for Rocco to stay angry
with the sparky redhead—she's making him feel emotions he thought he'd buried forever. And the sexual
tension between them is reaching explosion point….
Ruthlessly Bedded, Forcibly Wedded
- Abby Green 2009-12-01
Multimillionaire Vincenzo Valentini believed Cara Brosnan played a role in his sister's downfall. He sought
her out to make her pay. He seduced her, revealed his identity—and cruelly discarded her. But Cara has
done no wrong. She's shocked and mortified that she gave her virginity so willingly to the ruthless
Vincenzo. To make matters worse, she's just discovered she's expecting—and now the dark-hearted Italian
is claiming her once more…this time as his wife!
Blackmailed Bride, Inexperienced Wife - Annie West 2009-12-01
Hard-hearted magnate Dario Parisi will reclaim his stolen birthright—even if it means forcing the
granddaughter of his family's sworn enemy to marry him. Alissa Scott is certainly not the biddable wife
Dario wanted—yet he's consumed by red-hot desire for his unwilling bride. So when she tries to change the
rules, he demands she honor all her vows. Finally he has exactly the kind of wife he wanted: a virgin bride!
Innocent Wives Bundle
- Sarah Morgan 2009-12-01
Innocent Wives Bundle by Sarah Morgan,Abby Green,Annie West,Susanne James released on Dec 1, 2009 is
available now for purchase.
The British Billionaire's Innocent Bride - Susanne James 2009-12-01
When devilishly handsome Theodore Montague meets Lily Patterson in Rome, he is quite taken by this pure
English beauty. Theo's not looking for a wife, but he needs a nanny for his three motherless children and
Lily's the perfect candidate! Lily might feel completely out of her depth in Theo's glamorous world, but from
the moment they're under the same roof the spark between them ignites into a passion neither of them can
ignore….
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The Greek Commands His Mistress - Lynne Graham 2015-09-01
"I always get what I want…and I want you." Making billions and bedding beautiful women couldn't make
Bastien Zikos forget the lustrous dark hair, haunting eyes and outrageous defiance of Delilah Moore. So
Bastien has gone to great lengths to ensure that the one—and only—woman to have ever turned him down
returns to him. If Delilah wants to save her father's ailing business, she must agree to Bastien's commands:
be his mistress, wear his diamonds and wait for him in his bed! But what will this exacting tycoon do when
he discovers that his sassy mistress is a virgin?
The Greek Tycoon's Defiant Bride - Lynne Graham 2013-10-02
Maribel has a crush on her cousin’s boyfriend, Leonidas, the Greek billionaire who constantly makes the
tabloid headlines. She has a passionate one night stand with him, the day her cousin dies in a car crash!
Maribel is convinced that she is nothing but a poor replacement for her cousin, yet she can’t help feeling
hopelessly destroyed by Leonidas’s cold goodbye the morning after their tryst. Two years later, she is
unexpectedly reunited with Leonidas, but she has a secret that she can never reveal to him. She had given
birth to his child. Now, the truth has leaked to the paparazzi and tabloids alike!
Virgin Slave, Barbarian King - Louise Allen 2007-12-01
Julia Livia Rufa is horrified when barbarians invade Rome and steal everything in sight. But she doesn't
expect to be among the taken! As Wulfric's woman, she's ordered to keep house for the uncivilized
marauders. Soon, though, Julia realizes that she's more free as a slave than she ever was as a sheltered
Roman virgin. It would be all too easy to succumb to Wulfric's quiet strength, and Julia wants him more
than she's ever wanted anything. But Wulfric could one day be king, and Julia is a Roman slave. What future
can there be for two people from such different worlds?
Powerful Greek, Unworldly Wife - Sarah Morgan 2009-12-01
Gorgeous Greek billionaire Leandro plucked plump Millie from her farm and swept her into his glamorous
world! Wrapped in his arms and draped in diamonds, she thought nothing could touch their romance. But
the deepest, darkest betrayal did. Her sister claimed she was expecting Leandro's baby. So Millie ran away,
distraught. The designer dresses had clearly never hidden how unsuitable and unglamorous she truly was.
Now, though, Leandro's powerful voice is demanding that his wife come home. And, to her shame, she's
willing….
Tempting the Knight - Heidi Rice 2015-10-02
Once upon a time, poor little rich girl Zelda Madison wanted someone to love her, until she discovered
being a badass was much more fun. Ten years after getting kicked out of convent school and torn away
from her three best friends, Zelda has worked hard to clean up her act, but her wild streak has never been
completely tamed and — one midnight swim on Manhattan Beach later — she’s suddenly in urgent need of
a knight in shining armor… Hard-working legal aid attorney Tyrone Sullivan is the last guy she should call.
Not only does he hold a grudge when it comes to Zelda leading his little sister astray all those years ago,
he’s also supremely pissed about having to rescue a runaway supermodel from a Brooklyn police station at
two am. But when Ty reluctantly agrees to bust Zel out of her ivory tower and let her hide out on his house
barge for a few days, she shows him the wild side he didn’t know he had. Zel discovers there’s nothing
hotter than tarnishing a good guy’s armor… Until he starts to steal her bad girl’s battered heart…
Bride in a Gilded Cage - Abby Green 2010-10-01
The tango is an Argentinean dance of possession and passion…and that's exactly how aristocrat Rafael
Romero intends his convenient marriage to teacher Isobel will be. First he will take her as his bride. Then
he'll lead her to the marriage bed, where he'll make her his. Isobel may have no choice but to give her hand
to Rafael in matrimony, yet she intends to stay as free as a bird. But her new husband will keep her caged
once he discovers he's wed a virgin….
Master Of The Desert (Mills & Boon Modern) - Susan Stephens 2010-04-01
Stranded, seduced...and pregnant! Sheikh Ra’id al Maktabi mastered the wild inhospitable desert out of
necessity... But the sexy stowaway who has clambered onto his yacht he’ll tame for fun. He assumes that
heiress Antonia Ruggiero is used to being pampered and preened. But on his boat Ra’id is the master.
Innocent Secretary--accidentally Pregnant - Carol Marinelli 2010
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The Spaniard's Marriage Bargain - Abby Green 2009-06-01
Rowan had been Isandro Salazar's bride of convenience. But knowing that the Spanish billionaire would
never love her as she loved him, her choice was to make her unborn child her priority and then, once he
was born, make her dark journey by herself…. But in Isandro's eyes, Rowan's decision rendered her a gold
digger who had committed the worst possible crime. However, he couldn't stop her seeing her baby son—or
deny that the passion between them was as raw and intense as ever….
The Virgin's Debt to Pay - Abby Green 2018-05-01
Indebted to the billionaire… And he will collect! Nessa must appeal to notorious tycoon Luc’s better nature
to exonerate her brother of theft. But Luc is the most merciless—and sinfully attractive—man Nessa’s ever
met! Until the debt is settled, he’ll hold her as his captive. And when undeniable attraction overwhelms
them both, it becomes clear that Nessa’s innocence is the real price to pay…!
An Heir to Make a Marriage - Abby Green 2016-06-01
A legacy maid in Manhattan In desperation to save her father, housekeeper Rose O'Malley thinks she can
trap a man. But the second she faces Zac Valenti and the force of his palpable sensuality, she knows she
can't go through with it! Before she can call off her deception, Manhattan's most eligible bachelor sweeps
Rose off her feet—and into his bed! Stealing away like a guilty Cinderella, Rose vows never to see Zac
again…until she discovers she's pregnant and Zac demands his passionate betrayer and his baby remain
under his control! When one night…leads to pregnancy!
Italian Prince, Wedlocked Wife - Jennie Lucas 2009-01-01
Single mom Lucy Abbott is working as many hours as she can, but still can barely afford to feed her baby
daughter. Then Prince Maximo d'Aquilla offers her millions, and a way out of her desperate life. Max whisks
her away to Italy…and soon she's totally his! Max has seduced her completely. But is he driven by revenge,
or desire? And is he ruthless enough to walk away from his captive bride?
Ruthless Greek Boss, Secretary Mistress - Abby Green 2014-09-22
Three weeks in the boss's bed! Lucy Proctor watches the women who come and go in Aristotle Levakis' life.
She has no desire to join them, despite Ari's devastating good-looks, and is perfectly content as his
assistant—or so she tries to convince herself! Ari shouldn't find his prim and plump secretary attractive, but
something about her calls to him. He knows there is only one way to overcome this desire—and that is to
sate it… Three weeks in Athens should be enough time to get to know his sensible secretary better…!
BLACKMAILED BRIDE, INNOCENT WIFE - Annie West 2015-09-25
A History of Celibacy - Elizabeth Abbott 2000
This surprise bestseller from Canada traces the groups and individuals who are part of a timeless
phenomenon that transcends culture and religion. Joan of Arc was one. So was Sir Isaac Newton. A monk
vows to be one. A prisoner has no choice. History tells of many avowed celibates, and today's society
reflects a renewed interest in celibacy. But what caused -- and still causes -- people to give up sex, the very
activity that drives, fascinates, troubles, and delights the rest of us? Elizabeth Abbott's spirited and
provocative exploration of celibacy debunks the traditionally held notion that celibacy is a predominantly
religious concept of little concern to the secular world. With myriad examples, Abbott's lively history
reveals insights not only about our religious practices but also about our sexual desires and changing
attitudes toward gender and physical health. From the vestal virgins of ancient Rome, who were entombed
alive if they broke their vows, to contemporary athletes, who "conserve semen" to enhance their game, from
celibacy as a guarantee for marriage to involuntary celibacy among prisoners, eunuchs, and young women
cloistered against their will, Abbott puts a human face on celibacy, capturing the anguish of the castrated
boy destined for an operatic career, the ecstasy of the woman whose celibacy is rewarded by visions of
Christ, and the anger of the bachelor doomed by the surplus of males in contemporary China. What didn't
happen in the bedrooms of history, and why? Through stories of individual lives -- fascinating, vital, and real
-- A History of Celibacy tells all.
FORGIVEN BUT NOT FORGOTTEN? - Abby Green 2017-08-22
【A story by USA Today bestselling author becomes a comic!】For years, Andreas Xenakis had a singleminded determination to find Siena DePiero and exact his revenge on her for ruining his life. Siena, once a
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rich socialite, now works as a waitress to make ends meet after her father’s company went into bankruptcy.
The two meet once again and the attraction they felt all those years ago comes rushing back. Andreas is
determined not to let his desire for Siena get in the way of his revenge, and Siena is overcome with the
guilt of what she did to him. So when Andreas makes Siena an offer that is too tempting to turn down, what
will they do? Will Andreas’s anger overcome his desire for Siena? Will Siena summon the courage to tell
him the truth?
The Billionaire's Blackmailed Bride
- Jacqueline Baird 2008-06-01
Anton Diaz is hell-bent on revenge; he'll seduce and marry the innocent daughter of his enemy. To exact his
plan will be no hardship, as Emily Fairfax is as beautiful as she is virginal. It's only after that Emily realizes
Anton is blackmailing her. Yet she can't stop her body betraying her as they spend their days parted in
anger and their nights locked in passion….
The Kouros Marriage Revenge - Abby Green 2008-09-01
When Greek shipping magnate Alexandros Kouros wed Kallie Demarchis, media photos showed them madly
in love. But behind the happy scenes lay a different story…. Love had nothing to do with it; Kallie had
married Alex to save her family's business. He'd have great pleasure taking revenge—for the mistake that
had destroyed their youth— when he took her as his arranged bride!
The Virgin's Secret - Abby Green 2010-07-01
Leo Parnassus has returned to Athens to head the family empire. A New Yorker since childhood, he finds
life is certainly different here with family feuds and expectations to marry and produce heirs! Amid all this
tradition, the beautiful girl who catches Leo's eye is a welcome distraction. She may be a lowly waitress,
but Angel has her secrets…. Leo will be pleased to discover she's a virgin, but not that she's the daughter of
his adversary! Or that, in nine months, there will be one more secret revealed…
MISTRESS TO THE MERCILESS MILLIONAIRE
- Abby Green 2018-04-17
【A story by USA Today bestselling author becomes a comic!】Kate is an international model, and she’s
agreed to auction off a kiss for charity. The price keeps going up, and the final bid is…eighty thousand
dollars! The bidder is venture capital giant Tiarnan Quinn, an old friend of Kate’s and her first love. Ten
years ago, she told him how she felt about him, and his rejection was cold and humiliating. He’s just as
intense and haughty as ever, but overflowing with the kind of charm that instantly captivates women. He
invites Kate to go to an island in the Caribbean with him… What is he doing? Kate knows it’s risky to go
along with his ploy, but she wants to get some closure for her youthful heartbreak, so she decides to go
along with it.
Marriage in Ireland, 1660–1925 - Maria Luddy 2020-02-29
What were the laws on marriage in Ireland, and did church and state differ in their interpretation? How did
men and women meet and arrange to marry? How important was patriarchy and a husband's control over
his wife? And what were the options available to Irish men and women who wished to leave an unhappy
marriage? This first comprehensive history of marriage in Ireland across three centuries looks below the
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level of elite society for a multi-faceted exploration of how marriage was perceived, negotiated and
controlled by the church and state, as well as by individual men and women within Irish society. Making
extensive use of new and under-utilised primary sources, Maria Luddy and Mary O'Dowd explain the laws
and customs around marriage in Ireland. Revising current understandings of marital law and relations,
Marriage in Ireland, 1660–1925 represents a major new contribution to Irish historical studies.
Housekeeper to the Millionaire - Lucy Monroe 2008-04-01
Vacancy: housekeeper needed for eligible millionaire! Sexy Win Garrison wants a new housekeeper to make
his life easy, not someone who tries to get a ring on his finger! When curvy Carlene Daniels arrives on his
doorstep, Win isn't fooled by her oversized jumper and hastily pulled-up hair. She's a knockout! So why is
she trying to look like a frump? It makes him want to get her out of those clothes —and into his bed!
Carlene doesn't seem to want to play…but what this millionaire wants, he gets!
The Word Rhythm Dictionary - Timothy Polashek 2014-04-18
This new kind of dictionary reflects the use of “rhythm rhymes” by rappers, poets, and songwriters of today.
Users can look up words to find collections of words that have the same rhythm as the original and are
useable in ways that are familiar to us in everything from vers libre poetry to the lyrics and music of Bob
Dylan and hip hop groups.
Pursued by the Rogue - Kelly Hunter 2015-10-02
A no-strings affair between two dedicated professionals? It should have been the perfect solution. Ugly
duckling Dawn Turner doesn’t do relationships. She has her reasons and they’re good ones. But she can’t
resist the magic in Finbar Sullivan’s touch, so she negotiates the next best thing with him. Scorchingly
perfect, utterly casual sex. World class musician Finnbar Sullivan always pushes the limits to get what he
wants, and he wants Dawn. All of her. Love, commitment and a future together. So he reneges on the deal
and composes a new one. So what’s stopping her? And will Finn’s latest offer be enough to change Dawn’s
mind?
The Desert King's Pregnant Bride - Annie West 2009-04-01
Sheikh Khalid Bin Shareef has vowed never to get entangled with virgins. But innocent Maggie is too hard
to resist—and he takes her… The next morning she disappears. But Maggie is unfinished business, and he
has her sent to his kingdom. There they discover the consequence of their night of passion. Marriage is the
only answer—but it must be one with no emotions, no expectations of love. Maggie will take her rightful
place by the sheikh's side…and in his bed!
FORGOTTEN MISTRESS, SECRET LOVE-CHILD - Annie West 2017-02-01
Carys’s ex-lover Alessandro, an Italian count in the Mattani family, has reappeared. They met two years ago
at a ski resort, where Carys instantly fell in love with his passion, sexy body and vibrant emerald eyes. She
believed her happiness would last forever, but he doubted Carys’s fidelity and cruelly threw her away.
Carys’s bitter memories of their past heighten her unease, until he ensnares her with the same meltingly
sweet, forceful kiss that seduced her once before!
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